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XII-STD  PHYSICS-- THREE  MARK  PROBLEM QUESTIONS 

1.  If    6.25 × 1018     electrons       flow       through    a    given    cross     

    section    in  unit   time,  find   the current.                                                                                                                       

     (Given : Charge of an electron is 1.6 × 10–19 C) 

2.  An  in candescent  lamp  is   operated   at   240 V  and    the   current        

     is    0.5 A.   What is the  resistance of the  lamp ? 

3.  The   resistance  of   a   copper   wire  of   length   5m  is  0.5 Ω.   If     

     The  diameter   of   the   wire   is 0.05 cm, determine  Its     specific 

      resistance. 

4.  A manganin wire  of   length 2m has a diameter of   0.4 mm with a    

     resistance  of         70  Ω. Find   the   resistivity   of    the   material. 

5.  The  resistance  of    a  nichrome    wire     at   0o C is   10 Ω.   If  its    

     temperature coefficient   of   resistance   is    0.004/oC,     find    its      

     resistance at  boiling  point of  water.    Comment  on    the  result. 

6.  The resistance of a platinum wire at 00 C is 4 Ω.  What  will be the    

     resistance of  the  wire at 100oC if  the  temperature coefficient of  

     resistance of platinum is  0.0038 /0 C. 

7.  Calculate the resistance of  the  filament of a   100 W, 220 V  electric                                                                                                           

     bulb. 

8.  A   long   straight    wire  carrying  current   produces   a magnetic     

     induction      of   4 × 10-6T    at    a   point, 15 cm    from    the wire.   

     Calculate the current through the wire. 

9.  In   a   tangent     galvanometer,  a   current   of     1A   produces  a     

    deflection    of    300. Find   the  current  required      to  produce  a 

    deflection of 600. 
 

10. A  solenoid is 2m long and 3 cm in  diameter. It has  5 layers   of     

      windings  of  1000     turns  each and carries a current of 5A.   

      Find the    magnetic induction at its centre   along its axis. 

11 .An α-particle moves with a speed of 5 × 105 ms-1 at an angle  of   

       30o with respect to      a  magnetic field of induction 10-4 T. Find  

       the force on the particle.  

12.  A  conductor of   length   50 cm carrying  a  current of   5A is   

        placed  perpendicular to a  magnetic   field of  induction 2 × 10-3T.  

       Find the  force on the conductor. 

13. An aircraft  having a  wingspan  of  20.48 m  flies   due north at a  

       speed of 40 ms−1.If  the  vertical  component  of  earth’s magnetic  

      field  at  the    place  is  2 × 10−5 T,     Calculate  the  emf   induced  

      between the ends of the wings. 

14. Calculate the mutual   inductance   between   two   coils   when  a     

       current of 4A changing to 8 A in 0.5 s in one coil, Induces  an  emf  

      of 50 mV in the other coil. 

15. In Young’s  experiment, the  width of  the  fringes  obtained  with  

       light   of  wavelength   6000 A0     is  2 mm.   Calculate   the   fringe  

       width  if the entire apparatus is immersedin a liquid  of refractive  

      index 1.33. 

16. A plano – convex lens of radius 3m is placed on an optically   flat   

      Glass   plate  and  is  illuminated  by  monochromatic  light.    The   

       radius of  the  8th   dark ring  is  3.6 mm.Calculate the   wavelength   

      of light used. 

17. In Newton’s  rings  experiment  the diameter  of  certain order  of  
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       dark ring is measured   to be  double  that  of  second ring.  What  

      is the order of the ring? 

 

18.  Two      slits    0.3 mm     apart     are     illuminated    by   light   of  

       wavelength4500 Å. The screen is   placed at 1 m distance from  the  

      slits. Find the  separation  between the  second   bright fringe on     

      both sides of the central maximum. 

19. A  parallel  beam of monochromatic light  is  allowed   to  incident      

      normally on  a plane  transmission  gratin  having  5000 lines  per     

      centimetre.  A second  order spectral line is  found to  be diffracted  

     at an angle 30o. Find  the  wavelength of the light. 

20.  A   beam  of    electrons   moving     with   a   uniform     speed   of   

       4 × 107 ms−1  is   projected  normal to the uniform  magnetic  field 

      where B = 1 × 10−3 Wb/m2.   What   is the path  of   the   beam  in  

      magnetic field? 

21. Calculate the longest  wavelength that can be   analysed by   a  rock   

      salt  crystal  of  spacing d = 2.82Å in the first order. 

22. Calculate   the   mass  of  an electron  from  the  known   values   of   

      specific charge  and  charge of electron. 

23. Find the minimum  wavelength of X−rays  produced by an   X−ray   

      tube  at  1000 kV. 

24. The work function of zinc is  6.8 × 10−19 J.      What is the   threshold   

      frequency for emission of photoelectrons from zinc? 

25. Calculate the de Broglie wave length of an electron, if the  speed is  

      105 ms−1. (Given m = 9.1 × 10−31 kg; h = 6.626 × 10−34 Js) 

26. What is the de Broglie wave length of an electron of kinetic  energy  

      120 eV? 

27. Find the accelerating potential ofthe electron, when   its de Broglie  

      wavelength  is  1Å. 

 

28.  At what speed is a particle moving if the mass is equal to  three  

        times its rest mass. 

29.  Calculate the rest energy of an electron in MeV.  

        (mass of an electron 9.11 × 10–31kg). 

30. The half-life of 84Po218 is 3 minute. What  percentage  of  th sample  

        has  decayed in  15 minutes? 

31.  Calculate the radius of 13Al27 nucleus. 

32.  Tritium has a half life of 12.5 years.What fraction of the  sample of  

        will be left  over  after 25 years? 

33.  The disintegration constant λ of a radioactive element is   0.00231  

        per day.Calculate  its  half life and mean life. 

34.  The half life of radon is 3.8 days. Calculate its mean life. 

35.  When the  negative  feedback is  applied to  an amplifier of gain50 

        ,the gain after  feedback falls to 25. Calculate the  feedbackratio. 

36.  Prove the Boolean identity ; (A+B) (A+C) = A+BC 

37.  The outputs of two NOT gates are NORed, as shown in figure.    

         What is combination equivalent to? 

 

 

 

  38. The base current of the transistor is 50μA and collector current is    

         25 mA.Determine  the values of β and α. 

 39. The gain of the amplifier is 100.   If 5%   of the output voltage is    

       fedback   into  the  Input through a negative feed back  network.     
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       Find out the voltage gain after feed back. 

 

 

  40. Find output of the  ideal OPAMP  shown  in  fig. for  the  input  Vin      

         120 mV  direct   current.            

       

                                  

 41.  What is the Boolean expression for  the  logic diagram  shown in  

         figure. Evaluate its output if A = 1, B = 1 and C = 1. 

 

 

 

 

  

42.  Find the output F of the logic circuit given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 43.  Give the Boolean equation for the given logic diagram. 

 

                                
 

 

 44.  Prove the following logic expression using the laws and      

         theorems of  Booleanalgebra. 

                    ABC + A ̅C + AB ̅ = A (B+C) 

 45.  Simplify   the  following   logic  expression using  the  laws     

         and  theorems  of Boolean albegra.  

         Y = A.  + AB + BC + CA 

 46.  Find the output of the given circuit. 

 

 

 

 

47.Find the output of the circuit given below. 
 

 
 “It is very easy to defeat someone, but 

                  it is very hard to win someone” 

                                                     --- ABDUL KALAM 
 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/a/abdul_kalam.html
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